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In 1992 Tim Berners-Lee defined all the HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) codes based on the FTP (File Transfer Protocol) status codes. If you break it down, the first '4' indicates the error is a client error, the '0' indicates a general syntax error, and the final '4' refers to the specific error code in the '4xx' group of error codes. In total there are 17 error codes in the '4xx' group.
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                    How does adhesion and cohesion results to the formation of a meniscus?
                    How are mountains and oceans formed?
                    What is the name of the dog in the film Rio?
                    Ground state electron configuration for potassium?
                    How tall is the average thoroughbred horse?
                    How many ounces are in a piece of toast?
                    A cell carries out usual metabolic activities?
                    What does MMI 925 mean inside your silver ring?
                    What type of energy wave is used with the radar?
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                    Can a lion kitten be fed meow mix cat food?
                    How is formula of sonar is derived?
                    Equal volumes of nitrogen and oxygen at the same temperature and pressure would?
                    The last sentence thus began our journey together is a bit of foreshadowing predict what you think might happen is Halloween night?
                    How many people died during the eruption popocatepetl?
                    Is lead oxide an acid or a base?
                    What are the temperature ranges of the sun?
                    What was the sequoia redwood named after?
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